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The #ElPaso @Walmart shooter was radicalized in Dallas,
Texas by his white supremacist mentor,
@realDonaldTrump. The @fbi needs need to arrest
Trump now‼ 

🔥@FBIPhoenix has declared conspiracy theorists as a domestic terrorist threat‼ 

Trump and the @GOP actively promote and distribute these conspiracies which make

them culpable in murder🔥
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BREAKING NEWS  The @FBI basically confirms that 
Trump and his administration, @FoxNews anchors and guests, 
Qanon and William Barr are a new domestic terrorism threat  
twitter.com/yahoonews/stat…

Yahoo News @YahooNews
EXCLUSIVE: FBI document, for the first time, warns conspiracy 
theories are a new domestic terrorism threat yhoo.it/2Zo7uAh via 
@janawinter
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🔥Those who voted for Trump and remain silent in the face of his racism and bigotry

and turn a blind eye to look out for their @NRA donors, they are responsible. Their

hands bear the blood of the victims who lost their lives as a result of the racism that

Trump exploits🔥

🔥The #walmartshooter motive: He spoke approvingly of President Trump,

especially the “send her back” chants directed at Congresswoman Ilhan Omar. And

his social media feed was full of MAGA quotes like #BuildtheWall🔥

Davis Schmiven
@WheresMyArk_23

The Shooter in El Paso according to a Sargent on the scene 
says the shooter is Patrick Crusius 
 
If this is true, the Twitter account associated with Patrick is full of 
Trump and MAGA related postings. 
 
Another right wing extremist motivated by xenophobia
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💥BREAKING NEWS💥@FBIPhoenix said that the spread of conspiracy theories

will cause more violence. Patrick Crusius was paying attention to

@realDonaldTrump’s Twitter feed👇
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